Spring 2021 Capstone Courses

**BIOL 388: Illustrating Science**  
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

An introduction to the discipline of scientific illustration. Students will learn the fundamental principles of creating effective illustrations for the purpose of communicating science as well as acquire an understanding of how the discipline of illustration is used to advance scientific knowledge. A limited set of media types, both traditional and digital, will be explored. The main focus will be on creating the best images for use in research, teaching, journal publications, presentations, and other applications. Copyright and other legal issues will also be discussed.

**CYBR 388: Social Networking**  
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This course will examine a cross-section of social networking information technologies including textual, aural, and visual methods and examine how they affect our personal and professional interactions. This course will consider the information technology and the personal and business marketing aspects of social networking. The Capstone project and online discussions will help reinforce the concepts of critical thinking and illustrate how social networking has changed the way virtual communities learn, communicate.

**ENG 388: Literature, History, & Science of Spaceflight**  
In this class, we will look at depictions of space and spaceflight from the seventeenth century to the twenty-first. We will study how authors not only imagined the heavens but also framed spaceflight for future generations. Examining our visions for space in the twentieth and twenty-first centuries, we will pay special attention to how the heavens trigger the imagination and how the imagination fuels better science. Lastly, we will study whether the possibility of lunar or Martian colonies—the possibility, in short, of new worlds eventually at our disposal—reframes our sense of the physical environment of earth. Can the perspective of earth as “so small” or a pale blue dot, as Carl Sagan describes it, encourage humans to cherish and think about what sustains life?

**ITEC 388: Applied Project Management**  
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This course examines the process of applied project management using distinctly unique disciplines as a means to understanding the day to day operational issues faced by project managers. Project management is a cross-disciplinary field with applications in both technology and business. At the end of this course the student will be able to develop, execute and control a project plan based upon specific metrics for success including the unique variables of differing disciplines.
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**MKT 388: Emerging Marketing Media**
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This course provides an overview of contemporary marketing strategies utilizing social and mobile media. Topics include social networks, social media, mobile marketing, customer experience marketing, integrated marketing communication, and the creation of customer value through the use of customer generated content.

**MKT 388: Event Management**
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This course provides a comprehensive overview of the complexities of event planning and management, primarily pertaining to disciplines related to marketing, management, communications and cultural anthropology. Through these disciplines, students will learn how to effectively identify, plan and manage a successful event.

**SOWK 388: Substance Abuse & Addictive Disorder**
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This upper-level course is designed for students and human service professional who wish to gain deeper understanding of substance abuse and addictions. It examines substance abuse from a generalist social work and systems perspective, coupled with concepts from human physiology, psychology, sociology, and criminal justice to explore the impact of substances abuse and addictions on the individual, the family and the larger community. The course covers the various models, theories, and policies that explain addictions and related issues from interdisciplinary perspective. It evaluates drug abuse and addiction as it relates to various cultures and regions. It examines the moral and ethical issues involved in addressing substance abuse and addictions, treatment modalities, assessment skills, and resources available for effective intervention. Evidence-based oral and written assignments are used to promote critical thinking and the effective integration of research concepts with practice.

**THEA 388 Healing Through Drama Therapy**
Prereq: open to juniors and seniors or to students within 6 hours of completion of their General Studies program

This course will cover the principles of drama therapy as an active and experiential approach to help heal clients as they tell their stories, set goals, solve problems, express feelings or achieve catharsis. Both theories and actual principles involved in Drama Therapy practices will be covered. Unlike psychodrama, the course will be drama-based and not delve deeply into a person’s psyche.